Medical Editors

**Sarah Dobson, MSc**  
[hello@sarahdobson.ca](mailto:hello@sarahdobson.ca)  
[www.sarahdobson.ca](http://www.sarahdobson.ca)  
Sarah Dobson is an editor, grant writer, and writing coach based in Vancouver, BC.

Sarah has an MSc in community health from the Université de Montréal. She has worked in research management and grant facilitation in academic institutions across Canada for more than a decade.

**Donna Ingles, MS, MPH**  
[donna.j.ingles@vanderbilt.edu](mailto:donna.j.ingles@vanderbilt.edu)  
Donna has an MS degree in medicinal chemistry and an MPH in epidemiology and global communicable diseases. For more than a decade, she has written, edited, and provided scientific direction for grants, manuscripts, and other scientific materials, including as a freelance editor for Wiley-VCH. Turnaround time varies depending on availability.

Payment: As a Vanderbilt employee, Donna is paid by percent effort, so she needs to have a cost center number that she can charge for work performed.

**Kim Korwek, PhD**  
[kim.korwek@gmail.com](mailto:kim.korwek@gmail.com)  
Kim has a PhD in neuroscience from Vanderbilt and seven years experience as a medical writer and editor. Editing includes refining logic/organization, improving style and flow, and clarifying meaning. Kim will also copy edit (grammar, spelling, punctuation, consistency of word choice, etc.) plus checks for adherence to journal guidelines.

**Elise Lamar, PhD**  
[eelamar@gmail.com](mailto:eelamar@gmail.com)  
[www.eliselamar.com](http://www.eliselamar.com)  
Elise is a freelance writer and editor with a PhD in biomedical sciences, a bachelors in English, and over a decade of science writing and editing experience.

How to Work with a Writer of Editor  
[https://edgeforscholars.org/how-you-can-use-a-scientific-or-medical-writer/](https://edgeforscholars.org/how-you-can-use-a-scientific-or-medical-writer/)